Resolution SFCG A34-1

SFCG OBSERVERS

The SFCG

CONSIDERING:

1. that the success of the SFCG has been enhanced by the contributions and advice of various observers who are not eligible to become SFCG Members;

2. that such observers have been informally participating in the SFCG for many years;

3. that observers may provide specific/time sensitive expertise;

RECOGNIZING:

that the ITU-R/SG7, CCSDS, CEOS, CGMS, EUMETNET, IEEE GRSS, IOAG, IUCAF, WMO, and ITWG TOVS/ATOVS are already identified as SFCG Observers in the SFCG Handbook,

RESOLVES:

1. that SFCG Observers may attend and participate in discussions at SFCG meetings;

2. that SFCG Observers may provide technical information to the SFCG in their respective areas of expertise in the form of documents for information, discussion or coordination for consideration by SFCG Members;

3. that SFCG Observers may contribute to the development of output documents that may be considered for approval by SFCG Members;

4. that SFCG Observers may comment on output documents proposed by SFCG Members, but the final decision on these documents is taken by SFCG Members only;
5. that the SFCG may invite additional SFCG Observers with the approval of the SFCG Members.

6. That the SFCG may review the list of Observers as appropriate;